
Koalas are among the most beloved and popular animals in

the world. The oversized hardcover Koalas: Moving Portraits

of Serenity Serenity is a book of beautiful koala photographs

accompanied by informative narration, with 315 photographic

plates by 120 photographers from 24 countries.

This international project contains texts by editor Joanne Ehrich, a fore-
word by Deborah Tabart, Executive Director of the Australian Koala
Foundation (AKF), and an afterword by Jack Hanna—America’s favorite
television naturalist and host of the "Jack Hanna’s Animal Adventures"
television series. 

It features carefully selected camera sequences that make the ani-
mals come alive by suggesting movements, revealing a world rich with
surprises. The photographs are arranged within sections that uncover
different aspects of this marsupial. A portion of proceeds from sales of
this book will benefit the AKF.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Joanne Ehrich lives in San Mateo, California, where she works as a com-
mercial designer and illustrator. She has attended photography trade
school and holds a University degree in printmaking. 

Deborah Tabart has advanced the Australian Koala Foundation into an
internationally recognized scientific organization, winning a Compu-
terworld Smithsonian medal for excellence in mapping koala habitat. 

Jack Hanna, popular host of the hit television series "Jack Hanna’s
Animal Adventures" and author of several books, is one of the
United States’ most beloved naturalists and adventurers. 
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Thomas W. Hess, Epinions.com: "… unparalleled source for
everything 'koala,' destined to find a place [with] anyone
who cares about … what is 'best’ in the world.”

Harlan Weikle, Greener Magazine: "Like a pictorial
reflection of Silent Spring, it may serve as a template for
the very survival of nature … and ourselves."   

Jan Allegretti, Author, The Complete Holistic Dog Book:
"… brings something rare and vital to our own species … a
valuable contribution to the animal and habitat
conservation movement."

Barbara Liebowitz, Inventor: "… he best book I have read
in years…if made into a movie, has the potential to be the
next "March of the Penguins." 

Vince Emery, Best-seling Author: "... the most beautiful
book of koala photographs ever published."

Barbara Wilkerson, Pets-R-People: "... tremendous job in
making this peaceful marsupial shine to help us understand
the importance of conserving its dwindling habitat."

Paula Bandy, Photographer, Hurricane Katrina Animal
Rescue Volunteer: "... Perhaps, one day, this book will be
a requirement for our children to read."

Patrick Lin, Ph.D., Director, The Nanoethics Group:
"… [these photographs] give us a glimpse into our own
humanity, reminding us of what is good ... ."

Sidney Mitchell, Award-winning Elvis Impersonator: "…The
Koala couldn't have hoped for a more sincere, humane, and
genuine ally than this book." 

Helen C. Paul, English Teacher: "Captivating! Enchanting!
Magical!  Describing [it] is easy. Extricating oneself from its
pages is the hard part… ."

Malene Y. Satter, ForeWordReviews.com:
"... seeing image after image of one of

the most beloved animals ... is only part of
this book’s attraction." 

Read FREE chapters at: WWW.KOALABOOK.COM
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